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Abstract: This paper proposes a new mechanics-based model for the seismic design of beam-to-6 

column panel zone joints in steel moment-resisting frames. The model is based on realistic shear 7 

stress distributions retrieved from continuum finite element (CFE) analyses of representative panel 8 

zone geometries. Comparisons with a comprehensive experimental dataset suggest that the 9 

proposed model predicts the panel zone stiffness and shear strength with a noteworthy accuracy 10 

even in panel zones featuring columns with thick flanges (thicker than 40mm), as well as in cases 11 

with high beam-to-column aspect ratios (larger than 1.5). In that respect, the proposed model 12 

addresses the limitations of all other available models in the literature. If doubler plates are deemed 13 

necessary in the panel zone design, the CFE simulations do not depict any doubler-to-column web 14 

shear stress incompatibility, provided that the current detailing practice is respected. Hence, the 15 

total thickness of the column web and doubler plates should be directly used in the proposed panel 16 

zone model. The panel zone shear strength reduction due to the axial load effects should be based 17 

on the peak axial compressive load including the transient component due to dynamic overturning 18 

effects in exterior joints. It is found that the commonly used von Mises criterion suffice to 19 

adequately predict the shear strength reduction in the panel zone.  20 
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Introduction 23 

In capacity-designed steel moment resisting frame (MRF) systems, a balanced beam-to-column 24 

connection design is promoted. In principle, the panel zone joint may experience limited inelastic 25 

behavior. A challenge to mobilize the panel zone in the seismic energy dissipation, is the increased 26 

potential of premature connection fracture, when improperly detailed (Chi et al. 1997; El-Tawil et 27 

al. 1999; Lu et al. 2000; Mao et al. 2001; Ricles et al. 2000, 2004). 28 

Experimental research (Kim and Lee 2017; Lee et al. 2005; Shin and Engelhardt 2013) indicates 29 

that a properly detailed fully restrained beam-to-column joint designed with controlled panel zone 30 

yielding 31 

panel zone design (where the panel zone remains elastic). In particular, data from assembled 32 

inelastic panel zone databases (http://resslabtools.epfl.ch; El Jisr et al. 2019; Skiadopoulos and 33 

Lignos 2020) suggest that at story drift demands corresponding to 4% rad, modern fully-restrained 34 

beam-to-column connections (AISC 2016a) do not experience premature weld fractures when their 35 

panel zone joints attain shear distortions up to 10 , (where  is the panel zone yield shear 36 

distortion angle). Others (Chi and Uang 2002; Ricles et al. 2004) found that when panel zones 37 

exhibit inelastic behavior within a steel MRF beam-to-column connection, the column twist 38 

demands due to beam plastic hinge formation become fairly minimal. This issue is prevalent in 39 

steel MRF designs featuring deep columns, which are prone to twisting (Elkady and Lignos 2018a; 40 

b; Ozkula et al. 2017). To reliably mobilize the inelastic behavior of a panel zone, its shear stiffness 41 

and strength should be accurately predicted during the steel MRF seismic design phase. 42 

Models to simulate the inelastic panel zone behavior in terms of shear strength, , and shear 43 

distortion angle, , are available in the literature (Fielding and Huang 1971; Kato et al. 1988; Kim 44 

and Engelhardt 2002; Krawinkler 1978; Lee et al. 2005; Wang 1988). Referring to Fig. 1 and Eq. 45 

(1), these models comprise a shear-dominated elastic stiffness, , up to the yield shear strength, 46 

 [see Eq. (2)]. This is deduced by assuming a uniform shear stress distribution in the column 47 

web. An inelastic hardening branch with post-yield stiffness, , defines the panel zone  post-48 

yield behavior up to a shear strength,  [see Eq. (3)], at 4 . This strength accounts for the 49 

contribution of the surrounding elements (continuity plates and column flanges). Finally, a third 50 
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branch, where the shear strength is assumed to stabilize, is typically accounted for with a post-  51 

slope that is expressed as percentage of the elastic stiffness, as discussed later on. 52 

 (1) 

 (2) 

 (3) 

Where the panel zone thickness,  in case doubler plate(s) are present;  is the 53 

thickness of the column web;  is the total thickness of the doubler plates(s);  is the column 54 

depth;  is the steel material yield stress;  is the steel material modulus of rigidity. The bending 55 

deformation of the panel zone (see Fig. 1b) is neglected in this case. 56 

Krawinkler (1978) proposed the trilinear model (hereinafter referred as Krawinkler model) 57 

shown in Fig. 1c, which has been adopted in current design provisions with minor modifications 58 

throughout the years (AISC 2016b; CEN 2005). Once the panel zone yields uniformly at , the 59 

Krawinkler model assumes that the column web is not capable of withstanding any additional 60 

shear. Depending on the column cross-section profile, its flanges and continuity plates (if installed) 61 

participate in resisting the post-yield panel zone shear demand. Referring to Fig. 1c, the post-yield 62 

stiffness, , of the Krawinkler model was derived using the principle of virtual work for the panel 63 

zone kinking locations based on small-scale subassembly experiments (flange thickness between 64 

10 and 24mm). Referring to Fig. 1c, the above model is valid up to  4 . Alternative values 65 

are proposed in literature by other researchers. For instance, Wang (1988) proposed a value of 66 

3.5  whereas Kim et al. (2015) related this value ma67 

material properties. The post-  stiffness is usually taken as 3% of  (Gupta and Krawinkler 2000; 68 

PEER/ATC 2010; Slutter 1981) acknowledging that the shear resistance is only attributed to 69 

material strain hardening. Krawinkler (1978) suggested that for joints comprising stocky columns 70 

(flanges thicker than 30 to 40mm), further experiments should be conducted to verify the predicted 71 

shear strength of his model. 72 

Considering the assumptions and limitations of this model (Brandonisio et al. 2012; El-Tawil et 73 

al. 1999; Jin and El-Tawil 2005; Kim and Engelhardt 2002; Krawinkler 1978; Lee et al. 2005; Qi 74 

et al. 2018; Soliman et al. 2018), several researchers attempted to propose more robust  75 
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relations. In some of these studies (Castro et al. 2005; Chung et al. 2010; Han et al. 2007; Kim et 76 

al. 2015; Lee et al. 2005), the resultant was more-or-less similar to that of the Krawinkler model 77 

[i.e., Eq. (2)] excluding distinct differences in the assumed effective shear area. The post-yield 78 

stiffness, , was refined empirically based on available experimental data. Tsai and Popov (1988) 79 

showed that the average shear stress in the panel zone is 20% lower than the peak shear stress 80 

developed in the panel zone web center; thereby suggesting that the uniform shear distribution for 81 

calculating  is impracticable (Charney et al. 2005; Chung et al. 2010; Kim and Engelhardt 2002; 82 

Lin et al. 2000). Kim and Engelhardt (2002) and Lin et al. (2000) formulated the above findings in 83 

an empirical fashion based on limited experimental data featuring column flange thicknesses less 84 

than 35mm. Other studies leveraged the finite element method to examine the panel zone inelastic 85 

behavior (Hjelmstad and Haikal 2006; Krishnan and Hall 2006; Léger et al. 1991; Li and Goto 86 

1998; Mulas 2004) without reaching to a consensus for an improved panel zone model to be used 87 

in the seismic design of steel MRFs. 88 

From a design standpoint, panel zone joints may moderately participate in energy dissipation 89 

during an earthquake according to the North American provisions (AISC 2016c; CSA 2019). The 90 

code-based design shear strength (either the panel zone shear yield strength, , or post-yield 91 

strength, ) is computed based on the Krawinkler model (i.e.,  and , respectively). In Japan 92 

(AIJ 2012), the panel zone shear strength is computed as per  AISC (2016b), with the 93 

difference that  is considered instead of the 0.6 factor. However, the panel zone shear demand 94 

imposed from beams is reduced by 25% to implicitly contemplate the neglected column shear force 95 

contribution and the disregarded panel zone post-yield strength. In Europe, CEN (2005) considers 96 

the contribution of the column web in a similar manner with . If continuity plates are present, 97 

an additional term is enumerated to compute the panel zone shear strength. This term is based on 98 

the plastic moment resistance of the column flanges at the kinking locations (see Fig. 1a). 99 

Figure 2 depicts the analytically-derived elastic stiffness, , of various panel zone geometries 100 

with/without doubler plates versus the measured one, , from collected full-scale experiments 101 

(Skiadopoulos and Lignos 2020). In the case of test data without doubler plates, Fig. 2a suggests 102 

that common panel zone models (CEN 2005; Kim and Engelhardt 2002; Krawinkler 1978) 103 

overestimate  by up to 30%. This is attributed to the uniform yielding assumption at  along 104 
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with the depreciation of the panel zone bending deformation mode (see Fig. 1b) depending on the 105 

panel zone aspect ratio and column flange thickness.  106 

Compelling issues with conflicting observations are also found in cases where doubler plates 107 

are utilized to reach a desirable panel zone shear strength. Depending on the weld details, the 108 

doubler plate efficiency (ratio of shear stresses in the doubler plate to those in the column web) 109 

does not exceed 50% (Kim and Engelhardt 2002); hence half of their thickness, at most, is 110 

participating in the connection stiffness and strength. For this reason, CEN (2005) accounts only 111 

for one doubler plate even when two plates are required by design. Referring to Fig. 2b, the data 112 

suggests that  , based on CEN (2005), is underpredicted by nearly 20%. Lee et al. (2005) found 113 

that fillet welded doubler plates to the column web, according to the AISC (2016c) provisions, 114 

allow for excellent stress compatibility between the plates and the column web. These conclusions 115 

are in line with earlier work on fillet-welded doubler plates (Bertero et al. 1973) and on complete 116 

joint penetration (CJP) welded plates (Ghobarah et al. 1992). More recently, Shirsat and Engelhardt 117 

(2012) showed that the stress compatibility between the column web and the doubler plate is lower 118 

for deep columns utilizing thick doubler plates (plate thicknesses,  26mm). Referring to Fig. 119 

2b, the AISC panel zone model that accounts for both doubler plates (if applicable) generally 120 

overestimates . 121 

Figure 3a depicts the deviation of the analytically-predicted post-yield stiffness,  (as per AISC 122 

2016b and Lee et al. 2005), from the measured one,  with respect to the column flange 123 

thickness, . For  larger than 40mm, , at a targeted shear distortion angle of 4 , is over-124 

predicted by up to 40% as per the AISC (2016b) model. Referring to Fig. 3b, same observations 125 

hold true for  according to the AISC (2016b) panel zone model. Note that for the cyclic test data, 126 

the extraction of the panel zone measured parameters of interest is based on the average values of 127 

the positive and negative first cycle envelopes as shown in Fig. 3c. The panel zone measured 128 

strength at  and  is, then, determined and, as such,  is defined based on these two 129 

reference points. The model by Lee et al. (2005) consistently underestimates  (see Fig. 3a) since 130 

it was benchmarked with limited data from assemblies comprising columns with flange thicknesses 131 

less than 30mm. The Kim et al. (2015) model assumes that the post-yield panel zone response is 132 

controlled by the plastic column flange bending capacity under normal stresses. However, this 133 

assumption, which is the same with the CEN (2005) panel zone model, is unconservative for steel 134 
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columns featuring thick flanges (i.e., > 50mm) (see Fig. 3b). These attract a considerable 135 

amount (up to 40%) of the total shear force. 136 

To capture the interaction of axial load and shear within the panel zone joint, a reduction factor 137 

 (where,  P and  are the applied axial compressive load and axial yield 138 

strength of a steel column, respectively) has been proposed (Chung et al. 2006; Krawinkler 1978). 139 

This is based on the von Mises criterion (von Mises 1913). This is also consistent with the Japanese 140 

provisions (AIJ 2012). In the US, a panel zone shear strength reduction is employed according to 141 

a fit to the  curve, when the panel zone is designed based on  (AISC 2016b). Otherwise, 142 

a reduction factor is applied to improbably high axial load demands (  0.75). This tends to 143 

overestimate the panel zone shear strength by nearly 15% for  0.5. In Europe, regardless of the 144 

axial demand-to-capacity ratio of the column, the shear resistance is accounted for through a 145 

constant reduction factor of 0.9 (Ciutina and Dubina 2003). 146 

To address the above challenges, this paper proposes a mechanics-based panel zone model that 147 

could be potentially used for the seismic design of steel MRF systems. This model is informed by 148 

continuum finite element (CFE) analyses validated to available experimental data. Panel zone 149 

joints are categorized according to the shear stress evolution in the column web and flanges. 150 

Moreover, improved panel zone shear strength equations that account for the realistic stress 151 

distributions within the web panel and column flanges at three levels of shear distortions ( , 4  152 

and 6 ) are proposed. The doubler plate stress compatibility with the column web is also examined 153 

for panel zone configurations comprising CJP and fillet weld details 154 

construction practice. The axial load effect on the panel zone shear strength and stiffness is also 155 

examined for both interior and end columns within steel MRFs in an effort to generalize the 156 

proposed model. 157 

Mechanics of panel zone behavior through continuum finite element analysis 158 

A CFE model is developed to examine the stress profile within a panel zone joint at various levels 159 

of inelastic shear distortion. The commercial finite element analysis software ABAQUS (version 160 

6.14-1) (ABAQUS 2014) is used for this purpose. This section describes the CFE modeling 161 

approach and its validation along with the main panel zone parameters of interest. The CFE model 162 

validation is demonstrated with two full-scale beam-to-column connection tests. The first test 163 
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[specimen UCB-PN3, FEMA (1997)] features an exterior subassembly with a stocky column 164 

(W14x257) and a 900mm deep beam (W36x150). The second test [specimen SPEC-6, Ricles et al. 165 

(2004)] features an interior subassembly with deep members (W30x108 beams and a W24x131 166 

column). All members were fabricated from Gr. 50 steel (nominal yield stress, 345MPa).  167 

Description and validation of the CFE modeling approach 168 

The CFE model, which is shown in Fig. 4a, constitutes twenty-node quadratic brick elements 169 

(C3D20R) with reduced integration and a maximum dimension of 20mm. These elements do not 170 

typically experience hourglassing and/or shear locking effects. To determine the optimum element 171 

type and mesh size, a mesh sensitivity analysis is conducted with four element types (i.e., C3D20, 172 

C3D20R, C3D8, C3D8R). Moreover, local imperfections in the beams are incorporated according 173 

to the first critical buckling eigenmode. Web imperfections are deemed critical and are tuned to an 174 

amplitude of /250, which is consistent with prior related studies (Elkady and Lignos 2018b). 175 

Residual stresses according to Young (1972) are incorporated in the deep members. For the 176 

W14x257 column, the residual stress distribution by de Castro e Sousa and Lignos (2017) is 177 

adopted. The CFE model captures the steel material nonlinearity with a multiaxial combined 178 

isotropic/kinematic hardening law (Lemaitre and Chaboche 1990) within the J2 plasticity 179 

constitutive model (von Mises 1913). The input model parameters are based on prior work by de 180 

Castro e Sousa et al. (2020). Referring to Fig. 4b, the CJP welds along the perimeter of the doubler 181 

plate are explicitly modeled. Four plug welds are simulated with 15mm fasteners that constrain all 182 

six degrees-of-freedom. The continuity plates are tied in the column flanges and the doubler plate. 183 

Referring to Fig. 5, the agreement between the measured and simulated results both at the global 184 

(load-story drift ratio response) and local level (panel zone shear force-shear distortion response) 185 

is noteworthy regardless of the inelastic shear distortion. As for the UCB-PN3 specimen, the 186 

agreement of the simulated and measured data with regard to the global behavior is noteworthy 187 

(see Fig. 5a). In Fig. 5b, the simulated panel zone response agrees well with the test data up to an 188 

inelastic shear distortion of 0.5% rad (i.e., semi-last loading cycle). After reviewing the 189 

experimental report (Popov et al. 1996), it is found that the reason for the observed discrepancy 190 

between the measured and simulated panel zone response is the occurrence of beam weld fracture 191 

in the semi-last loading cycle. This was not simulated in the CFE model. After the occurrence of 192 
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weld fracture, the shear demand in the panel zone reduced, thereby decreasing the associated 193 

inelastic shear distortion. This is also confirmed from UCB-PN1 specimen, from the same test 194 

program, that involved a nominally identical subassembly with UCB-PN3. However, premature 195 

fracture occurred at a much later loading cycle. 196 

In an effort to expedite the computations, a reduced-order panel zone CFE model is also 197 

developed as shown in Fig. 4c. This model does not include the continuity plates198 

Body  and bottom edges (i.e., at the locations of the beam 199 

flanges) to prevent stress concentrations during the imposed loading. According to the AISC 200 

(2016b) specifications, continuity plates are deemed necessary when the column cannot withstand 201 

the beam flange concentrated forces. Unlike slender column profiles, in stocky ones, the column 202 

itself is able to sustain the concentrated beam forces, hence continuity plates may be disregarded 203 

(see Section E3.6f, AISC 2016c). Besides, the panel zone strength and stiffness parameters would 204 

not be influenced by the presence of continuity plates. Accordingly, assuming fixed end boundaries 205 

is justifiable for both cases. Out-of-plane displacements and rotations as well as in plane rotations 206 

are restrained at the panel zone edges. Hence the panel zone joint behaves as a beam in contra-207 

flexure. Referring to Figs. 5b and 5d, the simulated responses based on the detailed and reduced-208 

order models are nearly identical for the examined subassemblies. Therefore, the reduced-order 209 

panel zone CFE model is adopted hereinafter. 210 

Deduced Panel Zone Performance Parameters  211 

The simulation matrix comprises eight panel zone geometries. These are designed to have the same 212 

 with specimen UCB-PN3, i.e., the column web thickness and depth are kept constant. The varied 213 

geometric parameters are the panel zone aspect ratio, , the column flange width, , and the 214 

column flange thickness, . The first two parameters are chosen to examine the effect of the 215 

bending deformation mode on , whereas  is chosen to examine the influence of the column 216 

flange thickness on the panel zone shear strength. The panel zone models are subjected to 217 

monotonic inelastic shear distortions up to 6 . 218 

Figure 6 shows the primary panel zone performance parameters of interest. The elastic panel 219 

zone shear stiffness, , is deduced from the elastic branch slope of the  behavior. The yield 220 

strength, , is deduced based on the yield initiation according to the von Mises criterion (von 221 
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Mises 1913) in the panel zone center. Finally, the post-yield panel zone shear strength is deduced 222 

at two representative shear distortion levels, 4  ( ) and 6  ( . The latter is considered, since 223 

there may be appreciable reserve shear strength attributed to the column flange contribution along 224 

with strain hardening due to column web shear yielding. 225 

Discussion 226 

Figure 7 shows a comparison between representative CFE simulations for various panel zone 227 

aspect ratios,  and the predicted behavior according to the Krawinkler model. As expected, 228 

the figure suggests that the deviation of the predicted elastic stiffness,  [Eq. (1)], the yield 229 

strength, [Eq. (2)] and post-yield strength, [Eq. (3)] from the CFE results may be appreciable 230 

depending on the panel zone aspect ratio and the column flange thickness. Particularly, for slender 231 

panel zones (i.e., =1.5 and  =24mm) the measured elastic stiffness is about 30% lower 232 

than the predicted one since the Krawinkler model neglects the bending contribution (see Fig. 1b). 233 

However, for stocky and shallow panel zones with an aspect ratio of one and thick flanges (  234 

50mm), where the shear deformation mode is dominant, the Krawinkler model predicts  235 

reasonably well. Though, the panel zone stiffness is still underpredicted by 10-15% due to the 236 

assumed effective shear area (Charney et al. 2005). Same observations hold true for . The 237 

Krawinkler model overestimates  by more than 20% for stocky and shallow panel zones. For the 238 

cross-section range that the same model was calibrated for, the post-yield shear strength is only 239 

overestimated by up to 10%. 240 

The above deviations can be justified by examining the stress distributions within the panel 241 

zone. Figure 8 shows the shear stress distributions for two characteristic panel zone geometries, 242 

normalized by the yield shear stress,  ( ), at a shear distortion angle equal to , 4  243 

and 6 . The shear stress distributions are extracted from the column cross-section corresponding 244 

to the beam centerline. Superimposed in the same figure are planes representing the average shear 245 

stress in the column web. Referring to Fig. 8a, the common assumption of a uniform shear 246 

distribution in the column web is not rational for slender panel zones, particularly at shear 247 

distortions near yielding, whereas the column flange contribution to shear yielding is indeed 248 

negligible.  249 
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Referring to Fig. 8b, stocky and shallow panel zones experience almost uniform shear stresses 250 

in their web regardless of the shear angle distortion. The contribution of the column flanges to the 251 

attained shear stresses (maximum of 4% ) may seem insignificant for shear distortion levels of 252 

. However, since the flange area of stocky cross-sections outweighs that of their web, the 253 

resultant force is appreciable (15-40% of the total panel zone shear force, depending on the shear 254 

distortion level).  255 

Proposed panel zone model 256 

Panel zone elastic stiffness 257 

The proposed panel zone elastic stiffness,  [see Eq. (4)], is derived based on both shear and 258 

bending deformation modes as shown in Fig. 1. The shear mode is accounted for based on Eq. (5). 259 

The bending mode is deduced based on the elastic stiffness (in terms of  relation) of a beam 260 

in contra-flexure according to Eq. (6).  261 

 (4) 

 (5) 

 (6) 

The proposed model assumes a panel zone shear strength equilibrium instead of shear deformation 262 

compatibility. Therefore, the proposed panel zone stiffness is computed based on Eq. (4) by 263 

considering the two deformation modes in series (i.e., ) (see Fig. 1). In Eqs. 264 

(4) to (6), I is the second moment of area of the panel zone cross section (including the doubler 265 

plate(s) thickness, if any) with respect to the strong-axis; and  is the effective shear 266 

area according to Charney et al. (2005). Although other panel zone models (AISC 2016b; Fielding 267 

and Huang 1971; Kato et al. 1988; Lui and Chen 1986; Mulas 2004) assume an effective depth, 268 

, the panel zone shear stiffness (and strength) tends to be overestimated by about 10% 269 

for stocky column cross-sections (  > 40mm) based on the above assumption. Note here that the 270 

second moment of area,  refers to that of the full column cross-section. Other researchers that 271 

attempted to address the bending deformation mode issue (Kim et al. 2015), accounted for the 272 

column flange deformation mode independently from the column web. 273 
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Panel zone shear strength 274 

To predict a realistic yield and post-yield panel zone shear strength, the shear stress distributions 275 

in the panel zone from Fig. 8 are employed. The panel zone shear force, , at a distortion, , may 276 

be approximated by Eq. (7) where,  is the shear force resisted by a single column flange;  is 277 

the shear force resisted by the column web. In turn,  may be assumed to be proportional to the 278 

ratio of the column flange stiffness, , to the panel zone elastic stiffness, , according to Eq. 279 

(8). The column flange stiffness may be computed using Eq. (9) by considering both shear and 280 

bending deformation modes as depicted by Eqs. (10) and (11), respectively.  281 

 (7) 

 (8) 

Equation (10) assumes a uniform shear stress distribution in the column flanges, while Eq. (11) 282 

assumes contra-flexure deformation with respect to the weak-axis of the column flanges.  283 

 (9) 

 (10) 

 (11) 

In the above equations, the  ratio provides an estimate of the panel zone shear force 284 

resisted by the column flanges. Particularly, Fig. 9a shows how  influences the deduced  285 

for the examined panel zone geometries discussed earlier. In the vertical axis, these parameters are 286 

either predicted by the proposed or the Krawinkler model. The predicted stiffness, , is 287 

normalized by the deduced,  from the CFE results. The dashed line at an abscissa value of 1.0 288 

represents the ideal agreement between the virtual tests and the analytical model predictions.  289 

Referring to Fig. 9a, the proposed panel zone stiffness from Eq. (4) shows improved accuracy 290 

over the Krawinkler model particularly for slender panel zone geometries (  < 0.02). For 291 

stocky and shallow panel zone geometries (  > 0.07), the effective area limitation as per 292 

Charney et al. (2005) leads to at least the same accuracy as the Krawinkler model since the bending 293 

deformation mode is negligible.  294 
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Figure 9b shows the normalized post-yield panel zone stiffness, , at various shear distortions 295 

(i.e., 4 , 5  and 6 ), with respect to . The  is deduced from the tangential slope of the 296 

 relation. Note that beyond , the tangent stiffness is used to provide a consistent 297 

comparison with the constant 0.03  post-  that has been historically assumed in literature 298 

(Gupta and Krawinkler 2000; Slutter 1981). This figure suggests that at 4 , the post-yield panel 299 

zone stiffness reaches , whereas at 6  attains . The , at 4 , of stocky and 300 

shallow panel zones (  > 0.07) becomes double compared to slender ones. Consequently, the 301 

empirical post-4  stiffness of (Gupta and Krawinkler 2000; PEER/ATC 2010; Slutter 302 

1981) is irrational for most panel zone geometries. Instead, the panel zone shear strength at a shear 303 

distortion angle of 6  should be used with  to define the respective slope. This may also be more 304 

effective for optimal balanced design of beam-to-column joints in capacity-designed steel MRFs. 305 

Large panel zone shear distortions may raise concerns regarding localised deformations, 306 

consequential implications on system level response and increased potential for weld fractures (Chi 307 

et al. 1997; El-Tawil et al. 1999; Lu et al. 2000; Mao et al. 2001; Ricles et al. 2000, 2004). However, 308 

experimental data from recently compiled databases with over 100 post-Northridge bare steel and 309 

composite-steel beam-to-column connections (El-Jisr et al. 2019; Skiadopoulos and Lignos 2020) 310 

that exhibited inelastic behavior in their web panels, did not experience premature fracture even at 311 

inelastic shear distortions up to  as discusser earlier. 312 

The panel zone shear strength can be generally computed using Eq. (12) by summing up the 313 

surface . A realistic shear 314 

stress distribution should be deduced at a given shear distortion level for this purpose. Given the 315 

discrete finite element mesh, the surface integral in Eq. (12) can be replaced by the double 316 

summation of the shear stresses as given by Eq. (13).  317 

 (12) 

The parameters  and , introduced in Eq. (13), represent the shear stress of each element in 318 

the column web and each flange, respectively, normalized by the shear stress at yielding, . In 319 

these equations, the yield stress of the web and flanges is assumed to be the same. Since the column 320 
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flanges and web element size was kept constant in the CFE model, Eq. (13) can be re-written as in 321 

Eq. (14).  322 

 (13) 

 

(14) 

Where,  and  are the number of finite elements of the web and each flange, respectively. 323 

Finally, as per Eq. (15), the panel zone shear strength can be expressed in terms of  [see Eq. 324 

(16)], which is the average shear stress within the column flanges or web (i.e., sum of all stresses 325 

divided by number of elements in a given component), normalized by . 326 

 (15) 

, and  (16) 

Figure 10 illustrates the normalized average shear stresses of the column web and flanges from 327 

Eq. (16), as a function of , at shear distortions of , 4  and 6 . The linear regression 328 

curves for these relationships are superimposed in this figure and their statistical values (mean, 329 

standard deviation and coefficient of determination, ) are summarized in Table 1 for reference. 330 

Figure 10a suggests that in general, and even for high shear distortions ( ), the influence of 331 

 on the column web stress contribution is not significant as inferred by the mild slope of the 332 

fitted trend lines. Quantitatively, this is expressed by the miniscule standard deviation values shown 333 

in Table 1 at 4  and 6 . Accordingly, the average stress of the web at these distortions may be 334 

approximated by a single value regardless of the panel zone geometry. Referring to Fig. 10b, when 335 

 0.07 (stocky panel zones), the average stress of the column flange is appreciable for shear 336 

distortions larger than . In contrast, for slender panel zones (  0.02), the column flange 337 
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average stress is negligible; hence, the column flange contribution to the panel zone shear strength 338 

is not important. 339 

A set of panel zone shear strength equations at  (i.e., ), 4  (i.e., ) and 6  (noted as ) 340 

are proposed in support of contemporary seismic design of steel MRFs. According to Eq. (17), the 341 

proposed, , is as follows, 342 

 (17) 

where  0.9 and 1.0 for slender and stocky panel zones, respectively. Note that for stocky panel 343 

zones, Eq. (17) matches that of the Krawinkler model. 344 

The proposed panel zone shear strength for  and  is given by Eq. (18) along with 345 

recommended values for  and  in Table 2 directly extracted from representative shear 346 

stress profiles of panel zone geometries. Interpolation may be used for the corresponding  347 

values when the panel zone geometry is neither slender nor stocky (i.e.,  0.02 to 0.07). 348 

 (18) 

Proposed panel zone model validation 349 

Figure 11 characteristic full-scale 350 

tests (Ricles et al. 2004; Shin 2017) and the predicted envelope curve based on the proposed model. 351 

For reference, the AISC (2016b) model is superimposed in the same figure. The additional third 352 

branch slope of 0.03  is also considered beyond  (Gupta and Krawinkler 2000; PEER/ATC 353 

2010; Slutter 1981). The comparisons highlight the superior accuracy of the proposed model in 354 

predi , which consistently 355 

overestimates the same quantities by nearly 30%. Moreover, the assumed 0.03  stiffness in the 356 

third branch is not justifiable for slender panel zones as discussed earlier (see Fig. 11a).  357 

An assembled inelastic panel zone database (Skiadopoulos and Lignos 2020) comprising 358 

specimens without doubler plates in the panel zone is also used to further validate the accuracy of 359 

the proposed panel zone stiffness and Eq. (18) for both  and . Referring to Fig. 12a, the 360 

proposed panel zone stiffness matches the experimental data relatively well. The maximum error 361 
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is up to 15% and for only two cases. Referring to Fig. 12b, while the AISC (2016b) panel zone 362 

model does not depict the influence of column flange thickness, , on , the proposed model is 363 

sufficient regardless of the panel zone geometry. Referring to Fig. 12c, same trends hold true for 364 

. Notably, for cross-sections with  40mm, the proposed model is remarkably better than 365 

the current state of the seismic design practice. 366 

Effect of doubler plates 367 

The impact of utilizing doubler plates, and their influence on the proposed model sufficiency is 368 

examined by means of supplemental CFE simulations featuring shallow and stocky (W14x398) as 369 

well as deep (W24x131) column cross-sections with a one-sided thick doubler plate (  40mm). 370 

Table 3 summarizes the virtual test matrix. It is comprised of panel zones in which the doubler 371 

plates are either welded with CJP or fillets to the respective column. The respective details are 372 

shown schematically in Figs. 13a and 13b. Note that the examined welded configurations are 373 

consistent with the current practice (AISC 2016c; AWS 2016). The shallow and stocky column 374 

(W14x398) does not necessitate the presence of continuity plates according to the AISC (2016a) 375 

provisions. The doubler plate thickness is determined by the fillet radii of the column cross-section 376 

to avoid welding in its k-area (Lee et al. 2005). Since for both cross sections the fillet radii, , used 377 

for detailing equals to 33 mm, this leads to a doubler plate thickness of  35mm (1-3/8" in). 378 

The respective fillet welds have a leg thickness of  48 mm by assuming that the filler metal 379 

classification strength, 1.2  ( : yield stress of the column web base material). The 380 

calculated fillet weld material thickness satisfies the AISC (2016c) provisions. The doubler plate 381 

yield stress is assumed to be 1.1 . Neither plug welding nor horizontal welding on top 382 

and bottom of the doubler plates is necessary for the examined cases according to AISC (2016c). 383 

Either way, the above weld details would have increased the shear stress compatibility between the 384 

doubler plate and the column web. The column region is modelled with the same procedures 385 

discusser earlier. The doubler plate, which extends by 0.5  from the beam flanges, is modelled 386 

with quadratic brick elements with reduced integration (C3D20R). These are used to better capture 387 

the stress distribution through thickness of the doubler plate. Hard contact, that allows separation 388 

but not penetration, is employed between the doubler plate and the column web. In turn, the double 389 

plate is tied with the welding material, which was modeled explicitly as shown in Fig. 13. 390 
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Three loading histories are employed: a monotonic, a ramped cyclic symmetric (AISC 2016c) 391 

and a collapse-consistent loading protocol (Suzuki and Lignos 2020) to account for potential 392 

accumulation of doubler plate shear stress incompatibility throughout the loading history. The 393 

shear stress incompatibility between the doubler plate and the column web is quantified based the 394 

relative difference between the average shear stresses in the column web, , and doubler plates, 395 

; that is .  396 

Figures 14a and 14b show the above metric with respect to the accumulated panel zone shear 397 

distortion, , for deep (W24x131) as well as shallow and stocky (W14x398) columns, 398 

respectively. Prior to panel zone yielding (i.e., ), the stresses in the column web are higher than 399 

those in the doubler plate by 10 to 30%, depending on the cross section and the weld specification. 400 

However, once both the doubler plate and the column web yield, the relative difference of their 401 

shear stress demand is not more than -10%. This is attributed to the fact that the yield stress of the 402 

doubler plate is purposely assumed to be 10% higher than that of the column web. This indicates 403 

no evident stress incompatibility between the doubler plate and the column web. 404 

Referring to Figs. 14a and 14b, the use of a CJP weld provides higher shear stress compatibility 405 

(more than 90%) compared to fillet welded doubler plates (70-80% at shear distortions lower than 406 

). It is also observed that the relative difference is initially higher for stocky and shallow columns 407 

compared to deep ones. However, after panel zone yielding, this difference diminishes. This is 408 

more apparent in Fig. 14c under the collapse-consistent loading protocol regardless of the examined 409 

column cross-section. In brief, Fig. 14 suggests that the doubler plate ineffectiveness is not an issue 410 

for beam-to-column connections detailed according to AISC (2016c) and AWS (2016). For thick 411 

fillet-welded doubler plates, if the requirement for considerably thick fillet welds (so that the 412 

stresses impending from the column are properly attained by the doubler plate) is met, the doubler 413 

plate(s) and the column web attain fairly similar shear stresses. Therefore, the total panel zone 414 

thickness, including the double plate(s) (i.e., ), may be directly employed in Eqs. 415 

(4), (17) and (18). Figure 15 illustrates indicative comparisons between the proposed model and 416 

data from full-scale beam-to-column joints with doubler plates retrieved from the analyzed inelastic 417 

panel zone cases. 418 

The authors are of the opinion that the doubler plate-to-column web shear-stress incompatibility, 419 

which was mostly highlighted in prior studies on pre-Northridge beam-to-column connections 420 
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(Slutter 1981), is attributed to the uncertainty of the welding material and the weld specifications 421 

that were employed at that time. Differences in material properties between doubler plates (e.g., 422 

use of A36 plates) and the respective column (e.g., A992 or A572 Gr. 50) could have attributed to 423 

some of the reported differences. 424 

Effect of axial load 425 

This section examines how the axial load should be considered within the proposed model to 426 

design/model inelastic panel zones in end (exterior) and interior steel MRF beam-to-column 427 

connections. In the former, columns experience axial load variations due to the transient axial load 428 

component. Doubler plates are omitted in these simulations since this effect was separately 429 

examined in the previous section. Table 4 summarizes the virtual test matrix that was examined in 430 

this case. In brief, a gravity load ratio, , of 15%, 30% and 50% is considered for interior 431 

columns, whereas  15% is assumed for end columns. The first two values are deemed 432 

reasonable based on nonlinear response history analyses of representative 4- and 8-story steel MRF 433 

designs (Elkady and Lignos 2014, 2015) according to current design specifications. The last gravity 434 

load ratio may be representative in existing high-rise steel MRF buildings designed prior to the 435 

1994 Northridge earthquake (Bech et al. 2015). The axial load demand variation in end columns is 436 

depicted based on representative loading histories developed for experimental testing of steel MRF 437 

columns (Suzuki and Lignos 2020). In particular, the imposed axial load demand, , varies 438 

from -10% (tension) to 40% (compression) for the 8-story and from 5% to 25% for the 4-story 439 

MRF as retrieved from Suzuki and Lignos (2020). This is coupled with the imposed same shear 440 

distortion demand as the interior columns. 441 

According to the AISC (2016b) specifications, no reduction in the panel zone shear strength 442 

would be introduced if it was designed to attain inelastic deformations (i.e.,  0.75). If the panel 443 

zone was designed to remain elastic [based on  from AISC (2016b) specifications], then a 444 

reduction based on the von Mises criterion (von Mises 1913) would be employed. In prior work by 445 

Kim et al. (2015), it was assumed that the axial load is only sustained by the column flanges. 446 

However, this does not hold true because the present study suggests that the column web 447 

contribution in sustaining the axial load demand may be up to 40%. As such, in the proposed model, 448 

, accounts for the full column cross-section with regard to the axial yield strength calculation. The 449 
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relative difference between the panel zone shear resistance with/without the applied axial load 450 

throughout the loading history is computed as , to evaluate the influence of 451 

the axial load. 452 

Interior columns 453 

Figure 16 shows the relative difference of interest versus the accumulated panel zone shear 454 

distortion, , for the examined interior columns. In the same figure, a line is superimposed 455 

representing the relative difference according to AIJ (2012). The two plots of this figure are not 456 

schematically comparable, since the panel zone shear distortion history differs in both cases. 457 

Moreover, due to the imposed cyclic loading history, the relative difference attains zero when the 458 

panel zone shear strength attains zero as well. It is observed that the von Mises criterion, which is 459 

adopted by AIJ (2012) and AISC (2016b) for elastic panel zone design, corresponds well with the 460 

results regardless of the  level. However, for inelastic panel zone design that no reduction in 461 

strength would be applied according to AISC (2016b), the panel zone shear resistance is 462 

overestimated by more than 10% for  30%, depending on the cross-section. However, the 463 

above gravity load ratio range is uncommon in contemporary steel MRF designs (Elkady and 464 

Lignos 2014, 2015; Suzuki and Lignos 2020). 465 

End columns 466 

Figure 17 depicts the reduction in shear strength for both interior and end column panel zones for 467 

an 8-story MRF. It is observed that applying the von Mises criterion only for the applied gravity 468 

load leads to marginally unconservative results (~10%). Therefore, the panel zone shear strength 469 

reduction should be applied for the absolute peak load ratio  including the transient axial load 470 

component. For a 4-story MRF, the panel zone shear strength reduction is negligible (less than 4%) 471 

due to the decreased axial load variation in end columns. 472 

Limitations of the present study 473 

The proposed panel zone model neglects the influence of the composite action on the panel zone 474 

behavior. This is an important aspect to be considered (Castro et al. 2005; El Jisr et al. 2019; Elkady 475 

and Lignos 2014; Kim and Engelhardt 2002). On the other hand, practical methods to decouple the 476 
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slab from the steel column/panel zone are available (Chaudhari et al. 2019; Tremblay et al. 1997). 477 

While the effect of cyclic hardening on the panel zone shear strength was disregarded, during 478 

design basis earthquakes, capacity-designed steel MRFs are likely to experience modest lateral 479 

drift demands (i.e., 2%); therefore, the panel zone is likely to experience shear distortions of nearly 480 

4 , depending on the panel zone-to-beam relative strength ratio. Cyclic hardening is fairly minor 481 

for this range of shear distortions; thus, the proposed model should predict fairly well the panel 482 

zone shear strength. Moreover, at seismic intensities associated with low probability of occurrence 483 

seismic events (i.e., 2% in 50 years) the steel MRF behavior is expected to be asymmetric due to 484 

ratcheting (Lignos et al. 2011, 2013). Shake table collapse experiments (Lignos et al. 2013; Suita 485 

et al. 2008) suggest that the panel zone inelastic behavior is fairly similar with that depicted by the 486 

examined collapse-consistent loading protocol. Moreover, The use of A36 doubler plates with 487 

A992 Gr. 50 steel columns was not investigated. While this practice appeared to be a default choice 488 

in pre-Northridge steel MRF designs, the use of A572 Gr. 50 doubler plates with A992 Gr. 50 steel 489 

columns appears to be the current practice in modern seismic-resistant steel MRFs. Finally, the 490 

proposed model should be further validated for beam-to-column connections comprising hollow 491 

structural columns. 492 

Summary and Conclusions 493 

This paper presents a new panel zone model for the seismic design and analysis of beam-to-column 494 

panel zone joints in capacity-designed moment-resisting frames (MRFs). The proposed model, 495 

which is developed on the basis of structural mechanics, reflects the realistic stress distributions 496 

within a panel zone joint geometry. These distributions are extracted from continuum finite element 497 

(CFE) models, which are thoroughly validated to available experimental data from pre- and post-498 

Northridge interior and exterior subassemblies. We propose improved equations to predict the 499 

panel zone stiffness and shear strength at discrete levels of panel zone shear distortion pertinent to 500 

the balanced design of steel MRF beam-to-column joints according to current seismic provisions. 501 

The CFE simulation results underscore that the commonly used assumption of uniform shear 502 

yielding is only valid in panel zone geometries featuring stocky and shallow column cross-sections 503 

regardless of the inelastic shear distortion level. 504 
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The elastic stiffness,  [see Eq. (4)], of the proposed panel zone model considers both shear 505 

and bending deformations based on shear strength equilibrium within the panel zone. Hence, its 506 

performance in predicting the elastic stiffness of slender panel zones (beam-to-column depth ratios, 507 

) is superior compared to available models in the literature as well as the ones available 508 

in current seismic provisions.  509 

The proposed equation [see Eq. (17)] for the panel zone shear strength at yield,  (i.e., shear 510 

distortion of ), matches that of the Krawinkler (1978) model for panel zones that are shear 511 

deformation-dominant (i.e., stocky cases) but performs much better in cases that the bending 512 

contribution is appreciable.  513 

Comparisons with available full-scale test data suggest that the proposed model predicts the 514 

panel zone shear strength, , [see Eq. (18) and Table 2] at a shear distortion of 4  with a 515 

noteworthy accuracy even when panel zones feature columns with relatively thick flanges (i.e., 516 

). The current model in the AISC (2016b) seismic specifications overpredicts  by 517 

20% to 50% depending on the panel zone geometry. In that respect, the proposed model addresses 518 

a well-known limitation of available models in the literature. 519 

The CFE simulations reveal that the commonly assumed value of 0.03  for the stiffness beyond 520 

4  shear distortions is not justifiable in most panel zone geometries. This is due to the increased 521 

column flange contribution to the panel zone strength at large inelastic shear distortions ( ). 522 

For this reason, we propose an expression to predict the panel zone shear strength,  [see Eq. 523 

(18) and Table 2], at a shear distortion of 6 . 524 

Based on the examined cases, it is also found that the doubler plate to column web shear stress 525 

incompatibility does not appear to be an issue for beam-to-column connections, which are detailed 526 

according to current seismic provisions and detailing criteria (AISC 2016c; AWS 2016). 527 

Consequently, neither fillet nor CJP welded doubler plates should be treated differently either by 528 

reducing their strength or by intentionally accounting for one of the two doubler plates (i.e., CEN 529 

2005). The authors are of the opinion that the doubler plate ineffectiveness reported in the literature 530 

is mostly attributed to weld specifications and construction practices prior to the 1994 Northridge 531 

earthquake. 532 
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Supplemental CFE simulations suggest that the von Mises criterion (von Mises 1913) may still 533 

be used to reduce the predicted panel zone shear strength for both interior and end columns in steel 534 

MRFs regardless of the employed lateral loading history. The shear strength reduction should 535 

always be based on the peak axial compressive load imposed to the respective column including 536 

the transient axial component due to dynamic overturning effects. 537 
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Table 1. Statistical parameters for the linear regression curves of the  relationships 742 

Location Web Flange 

Distortion level       

Mean 0.91 1.1 1.2 0.019 0.063 0.073 

Standard deviation 0.032 0.016 0.015 0.011 0.051 0.058 

R2 0.95 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.98 0.97 

  743 
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Table 2. Normalized average shear stress values and expressions in the web and the flanges, based 744 
on the proposed model 745 

Equation 
Web (  Flange (  

      

General case 

1.1 1.15 

  

Simplified 
case  

Slender 
panel zone 

0.02 0.03 

Stocky 
panel zone 

0.1 0.1 

  746 
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Table 3. Virtual test matrix for the examination of doubler plate effectiveness  747 

Column Beam 
Doubler plate 

thickness [mm] 
Welding type Loading protocol 

W14x398 W36x150 

35 

CJP Cyclic symmetric 

Fillet 

Monotonic 

Cyclic symmetric 

Collapse-consistent 

W24x131 W30x108 

CJP Cyclic symmetric 

Fillet 

Monotonic 

Cyclic symmetric 

Collapse-consistent 

  748 
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Table 4. Virtual test matrix for the examination of the axial load effect  749 

Column Beam 
Number of 
stories 

Joint 
location 

 

W14x398 W36x150 
- interior 

15% 
30% 
50% 

4 
end 15% 

8 

W24x131 W30x108 
- interior 

15% 
30% 
50% 

4 end 15% 
  750 
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(a) Panel zone shear 
deformation 

(b) Panel zone bending 
deformation 

(c) Typical trilinear panel zone 
model 

Fig. 1. Panel zone kinematics and mathematical model assumptions   781 
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(a) test data without doubler plates (b) test data with doubler plates 

Fig. 2. Comparison of analytically derived, and measured,  panel zone elastic stiffness  782 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 3. Comparison of inelastic panel zone test data without doubler plate; (a) versus  783 

and (b)  versus  and (c) first cycle envelopes for panel zone measured shear stiffness 784 
and strength deduction (data extracted from Kim et al. (2015), specimen 3)  785 

4
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(a) detailed CFE model (b) doubler plate detailing (c) reduced-order 
CFE model 

Fig. 4. Detailed and reduced-order continuum finite element models  786 
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(a) load  story drift ratio (b) load  panel zone shear distortion 

  

(c) load  story drift ratio (d) load  panel zone shear distortion 
Fig. 5. Comparison between; CFE model prediction and test data; (a) and (b): data reproduced 787 
from FEMA (1997); (c) and (d): data reproduced from Ricles et al. (2004)  788 
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 789 
Fig. 6. Deduced panel zone performance parameters   790 
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 791 

Fig. 7. Representative continuum finite element analysis results with varying web panel zone 792 
aspect ratio and column flange thickness  793 

Krawinkler (1978) simulation data
solid lines: stocky and shallow panel zone
dashed lines: slender panel zone
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Shear stress distribution at  Shear stress distribution at  

Shear stress distribution at 4  Shear stress distribution at 4  

Shear stress distribution at  Shear stress distribution at  
 

(a) slender panel zone (i.e.,  = 1.5 
and  = 25mm) 

 
(b) stocky and shallow panel zone (i.e.,  

= 1.0 and  = 50mm) 

Fig. 8. Shear stress distributions at , 4  and 6  for: (a) slender; (b) stocky and shallow panel 794 
zones  795 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. (a) Deviation of predicted  from measured one, , with respect to  and (b) 796 
normalized panel zone stiffness at representative shear distortion levels with respect to  797 

Column: W24x131
Beam: W30x108

Column: W14x283
Beam: W24x94

Ke,m

K i,m
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(a) (b) 
Fig. 10. Normalized average shear stress at , 4  and 6  for the (a) web and the (b) flange  798 
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(a) Slender panel zone, 0.003 [Beam: 
W30x108, Column: W24x131, data reproduced 

from Ricles et al. (2004)] 

(b) Stocky panel zone,  0.07 [Beam: 
W36x150, Column: W14x398, data 

reproduced from Shin (2017)] 
Fig. 11. Comparison of measured and predicted panel zone hysteretic responses  799 
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(a)  

 
(b)  

 
(c)  

Fig. 12. Comparison of the proposed panel zone stiffness and shear strength at  and  800 
versus the measured ones from inelastic panel zone test data without doubler plates 801 
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(a) Column: W14x398 (b) Column: W24x131 
Fig. 13. Continuum finite element model CJP and fillet weld details   802 
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(a) Column: W24x131  
symmetric cyclic protocol 

(b) Column: W14x398  
symmetric cyclic protocol 

(c) collapse-consistent 
protocol 

Fig. 14. Relative difference in the average shear stresses between the doubler plate and the 803 
column web versus accumulated panel zone shear distortion    804 
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(a) W24x141 column (b) W14x398 column 
Fig. 15. Comparison of measured and predicted response of panel zones with fillet- and CJP-805 
welded doubler plates   806 
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(a) W24x131 column (b) W14x398 column 
Fig. 16. Panel zone relative difference between the panel zone shear strength with/without 807 
applied axial load versus accumulated panel zone shear distortion for interior columns  808 
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(a) W24x131 column (b) W14x398 column 
Fig. 17. Panel zone relative reduction due to axial force versus accumulated panel zone shear 809 
distortion for both interior and exterior columns (8-story steel MRF) 810 


